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I RECENT PROGRESS
In one of the most exciting areas of progress, we have now developed a
dynamic semikinetic model for examining the synergistic effects of waves
and magnetospheric hot plasma populations on the outflowing ionospheric
plasma. We have done this by imposing hot biMaxwellian ion and electron
distributions at the top of our auroral simulation flux tube(4 Re), as well
as a spectrum of waves with altitude which perpendicularly heats the iono-
spheric ions. For example, when the hot ions are more strongly peaked at
a = 90 ° then the hot electrons, a positive potential develops at the top
boundary, hence downward electric fields. With transverse wave heating
below, this leads to a dynamic and partially self-consistent version of the
"pressure cooker" concept proposed by Gorney et a1.[1985]. This formed
a paper[Brown et al., 1995b] which was submitted and recently accepted
by JGR. In addition, a full paper on the semikinetic modeling of conics
formed through the Current-Driven Ion Cyclotron Instability(CDICI), is fi-
nally ready to be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research[Brown
et al.,1995a].
The invited paper on plasma transport using semikinetic models[Horwitz
et al., 1994b] for the Rarefied Gas Dynamics proceedings appeared.
We have also addressed the quasi-statistical properties of outflowing O +
through bulk parameter analysis of DE- 1/RIMS observations when DE- 1 was
in the midaltitude polar cap magnetosphere. We have selected a technique
which relies on analysis of the DE-1 radial head RPA data near the magnetic
field direction for obtaining the O + bulk parameters of density, tempera-
ture and flow velocity from these measurements. We have so far analyzed
thirteen passes and tested our technique with reasonably good assurance in
the derived parameters. We have obtained average altitudinal profiles for
the density, temperature and field-aligned flow velocity of O + in the 3-5 RE
geocentric distance range. These results were published[Ho et al., 1994a] in
Geophysical Research Letters.
A very exciting paper which was both submitted and appeared during this
period in JGR [Horwitz et al., 1994c] concerned the centrifugal acceleration
effects on the polar wind. Such parallel acceleration by convection is typically
neglected in polar wind models. We found that it has major effects on It +
and O + density, temperature and flow velocity profiles, and in particular is
a viable explanation of the large (4-10 kin/s) O + flow velocities observed
in the low-to-midaltitude polar magnetosphereby the DE-1 and Akebono
spacecraft,and alsothat, at leastwhenthe ionosphereis "cold", the escaping
fluxesof O+ from the topsideionosphereinto the magnetosphereareincreased
by about a factor of 100 when the ionosphericconvectionelectric field is
increasedfrom 0 to 100mV/m.
In addition, a paper on observationsand simulations of centrifugally-
acceleratedO+ outflow waspresentedat the Substorms2 conferencein Fair-
banks, Alaska and appearedin the proceedings[Hoet al., 1994b].
During this year, we also developedthe extensionof our GSK code to
include the lower ionosphereand associatedprocesses.Our initial goal has
beento developa relatively completetime-dependentflux tube model polar
plasma transport describingH+ and O+ dynamicsfrom 200 km altitude to
several RE. We achieved this by extending the GSK model down to 200 kin,
and including required collision, ionization, and chemical processes in the ion
kinetic transport. During this year our progress included the following: (1)
Added H + as a dynamic species, and included all chemistry and collisions
kinetically needed to describe the H + and O + dynamics; (2) Incorporated our
generalized electron fluid description into this code(which currently describes
the electrons with a Boltzmann relation); (3) Incorporated the two-stream
model for auroral electrons[Richards and Torr, 1990] including secondary and
backscattered components.
There were two specific science projects for which these technical devel-
opments have already been applied. First, we studied the influence of the
ionization and electron heating produced by soft auroral electrons on the
topside ionosphere, and predicted the resulting outflows into the high alti-
tude(several RE) collisionless region. The initial results paper on this was
presented at the October 1994 Guntersville workshop and has been submitted
for the AGU monograph associated with it[Brown et al., 1995c].
Second, we were able to combine the two ExB effects on outflow described
by Wilson[1994] (low-altitude frictional heating) and Horwitz et al. [1994c] (high-
altitude centrifugal acceleration) into a unified self-consistent GSK model, so
that we could study the ExB-driven outflow effects for various electric fields
and associated time variations. The initial results paper on this was pre-
sented at the October 1994 Guntersville workshop and has been submitted
for the AGU monograph associated with it[Ho et al., 1995a].
Finally, perhaps our most exciting project currently is a study of F-region
up flows using a modification of the FLIP ionospheric fluid dynamics model of
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Richardsand Torr[1986]to allow for the effectsof soft electronprecipitation
ionization and convection-drivenion heating, and performed comparisons
with satellite and radar data. In this study we used two published cases
from JGR in which latitudinal auroral oval profilesof electron precipitation
characteristicsand convectionwerepresented.We then useda large number
of flux tubes(10 FLIP flux tubes per degreelatitude), and ran the model
first for 24 hours without the observedconvectionand precipitation effects
to attain an approximate initial equilibrium, and then for one further hour
with the convectionandprecipitation characteristicsfor eachlatitude in each
flux tube. The resulting ionospheric"outputs" of ion densities,upflow veloc-
ities and ion temperatureswerethen comparedwith the published profiles
of these ionosphericparameters. We attained excellent agreementwith the
ion temperaturesand reasonablesimilarity with the observeddensities,and
upflow velocitiesand fluxes. Therefore,webelievethat, basedon these ini-
tial indications, the combinedeffectsof convectionion heating and abrupt
ionization by soft auroral electron precipitation can indeedbe identified as
the principal mechanismsfor driving F-regionupflowsin the auroral region,
and that alternative proposedmechanismsinvolvingconvection-shearheating
and electron temperature hot spots may not be significantly required. We
are currently preparing a submissionon this topic to Geophysics Research
Letters[Liu et al., 1995a].
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